we do learning &...
Building a culture of education and compliance within your organization
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OUR APPROACH

COMPLIANCE/REGULATORY
ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING
SEXUAL HARASSMENT
DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
IT RISK MANAGEMENT
SAFETY
EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION
WORKPLACE VIOLENCE

Innova

impart knowledge
INNOVAHOST

COURSE CREATION

WHY CHOOSE INNOVA
LEARNING

CORPORATE EDUCATION

Innova Learning takes a partnership
approach in delivering learning services
to our clients. This starts by defining the
strategy for the training interventions
based on management objectives, the
target audience, and the subject matter.
Once the strategy is defined, Innova
applies the necessary instructional
design elements to the artistic vision,
content structure, and style to capture
the learner’s attention and convey your
organization’s unique culture and values.
Our approach ensures that active
knowledge transfer happens between
course material and the learner.
And, isn’t this the reason why we do this to impart knowledge?

As a full-service corporate education
provider, we create courses ranging from
quick and inexpensive customization of
standard materials to rich and engaging
visual elements. Our courses include
2D and 3D visual art, video, animations,
virtual reality (with and without goggles),
and other immersive techniques. We
offer courses that are hosted by Innova
Learning to provide small companies
the same learning experience enjoyed
by large multi-national firms. Offerings
include multiple topics in the areas of:
• COMPLANCE/REGULATORY
• ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING
• SEXUAL HARASSMENT
• DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
• SAFETY
• EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION
• WORKPLACE VIOLENCE
• SALES TRAINING

Corporations of all sizes have the
requirement and duty to educate both its
employees and stakeholders. A robust
corporate education program is a key
part of successful companies.
Innova addresses a company’s
education needs from legal and cultural
requirements to making their sales
force more effective at their jobs, and
everything in between. Simple push and
pull capabilities enable any organization
to develop and deliver information,
track user learning progress, and record

InnovaHost delivers the best in eLearning
and talent management capabilities.
Our user-friendly cloud solution enables
your organization to offer personalized
learning portals for employees based
on pre-defined attributes. InnovaHost
tracks, notifies, and provides learning
paths from individual to department.
For the more discerning organization,
InnovaHost also offers complete recruiting
and performance management all
through a single interface.

Creating and sustaining an engaged
workforce that enables all a firm’s
employees to utilize their best talents
requires a workforce that has been
provided with the necessary tools to be
successful. Innova provides companies
the capability to educate its workforce
on any topic with learning that is
engaging and promotes learning.

Our clients are recognized leaders in
their respective industries: financial
services, media, and large multinational
conglomerates to name but a few.
Through strong partnerships with our
clients, we have created award winning
courses, increased compliance, and
regulatory awareness, and have set the
standard for effective learning programs.

Training can take the form of online
learning, coaching, executive briefings,

Let Innova partner with you and impart
on you what our customers already know we are the active knowledge transfer
professionals.

www.innova-learn.com

Innova Learning provides you the ability to communicate compliance policies more effectively and achieve real behavioral change in your firm.

ABOUT INNOVA LEARNING
Innova Learning is an established corporate education provider specializing in high level
online courses created to engage employees in their learning requirements. Innova uses
state-of-the art creative processes to produce animated learning that is not boring and
dull while providing necessary training on topics ranging from regulatory/compliance
to safety to diversity/harassment to company imaging to virtually any topic that a firm
needs for their employees. Innova’s focus is on firms who have as their goal assuring
their employees are competently, and competently trained. Corporations seeking to
execute learning programs for their employees have two options - use a generic template
or create custom content tailored to their goals. Our focus is to ensure that leaders and
employees of our client firm are fully educated on the rules and regulations of their
industry as well as topics germane to all companies, such as sexual harassment, safety,
and workplace violence.
Innova Learning is headquartered in New York City and has offices in Texas.
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